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1

Getting started

1.1 Rundata-net
Rundata-net is a web version of Scandinavian Runic-text Data Base1 (SRDB). It is written in Python/Django and uses
JavaScript (jQuery) extensively.
The original Rundata app is a desktop application with native support on Windows platform only. I first wrote a crossplatform version, Rundata-qt2 , in C++/Qt, but then decided to give a web version a try. Although, to begin with, this
was done merely as a proof of concept, Rundata-net now supersedes Rundata-qt.
Rundata-net attempts to be a close clone of Rundata. This means that I haven’t tried to fix anything in the database
itself. Rundata has a long history. Its functionality may seem limited at the beginning; however, it is still greater than
that of Rundata-net. Rundata-net doesn’t support all the kinds of searches that Rundata does. Yet.
There is a website running the latest version of Rundata-net. You can find it at https://www.rundata.info. Just to be
clear, Rundata-net is the name of the project; www.rundata.info is a website that runs Rundata-net. The
source code of Rundata-net is provided under the terms of a GNU GPLv3 license. This means that you may grab
a copy of Rundata-net and run it on your website or local machine.
Just a couple of words about how Rundata-net works. It is a single page application (SPA) that runs in your
browser. It has a server side and a client side. The server side is powered by Django, but it is not used for all that many
things now. The client side is where all the magic happens. I took a quite radical approach as regards the database
(some might even call it wrong). Since the database is known not to change very often I decided to expose it to the
client side completely so that, once loaded, there are no server requests to search the database. I intend to continue
with this approach when I introduce user settings. Modern browsers can do a lot of things inside them, so why not
use this? Obviously, this has potential limitations due to the user’s hardware. However, modern smartphones are so
powerful that handling a comparatively small database like SRDB in the browser is no problem at all. Because of this
client size processing, however, the loading of the website may take some time.
The client side utilizes a lot of excellent Javascript libraries. Here is the list of external libraries and frameworks used
on the client side in no particular order:
• Bootstrap, released under MIT.
1
2

http://www.nordiska.uu.se/forskn/samnord.htm/?languageId=1
https://bitbucket.org/fralik/rundata-qt
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• jQuery, released under MIT.
• jQuery UI, released under MIT.
• jsTree, released under MIT.
• Leaflet, released under BSD-2-Clause.
• Marker Clustering plugin for Leaflet, released under MIT.
• jQuery autoComplete, released under MIT.
• Font Awesome, has various licenses for different parts.
• jQuery QueryBuilder, released under MIT.
• Awesome Bootstrap Checkbox, released under MIT.
• Bootbox.js, released under MIT.
• SQLite compiled to javascript, released under MIT.
• jQuery Multiselect, released under MIT.
• Papa Parse, released under MIT.
• Leaflet.fullscreen plugin for Leaflet, released under ISC.

1.1.1 License
Copyright (c) 2018, Vadim Frolov
This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public
License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License or (at your option) any later
version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the
implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General
Public License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program. If not, see http:
//www.gnu.org/licenses/.

1.1.2 Acknowledgements
This project wouldn’t have been possible without the help of:
• Sofia Pereswetoff-Morath3 . Sofia provided scholarly input and encouragement.
• Jan Owe4 . Jan is the maintainer of the original Rundata program and the database.
• Marcus Smith5 . Marcus developed what was probably the first web version of Rundata. I used his website for
inspiration and CSS styles.
3
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1.1.3 Browser compatibility
The following is a list of the browsers in which Rundata-net is known to work. A version starting from which Rundatanet is known to work fine is specified for each browser.
Browser
Microsoft Edge
Chrome
Firefox
Internet Explorer
Safari

Version
12
49
44
-

Notes

Not supported
Not supported

1.1.4 References

1.2 Quick user guide
This section gives a quick introduction to the Rundata-net interface.
Rundata-net is essentially an interface to a database. Since the database doesn’t change very often, I have adopted
a rather radical approach to accessing it. Most of the site functions are executed inside the user’s browser, which
includes the database. When the user opens the main page, it will take some time to load the site. This is the point
where the database is transferred to the user’s computer. Once it is transferred, all functions should work smoothly.
Moreover, once the site is loaded you may work without the internet connection. Map display won’t work without the
internet connection.
The main page is divided into several areas, which I refer to as panels. These are shown with numbers in the image
below.

1. List of inscriptions retrieved and their total number.
2. Main display on which information about particular inscription is given.

1.2. Quick user guide
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3. Map display. Shows inscription found location.
4. Panels of control elements and buttons.
5. Query builder, which is used to define search queries.

1.2.1 List of inscriptions
In this list each node corresponds to an individual inscription. The inscriptions are referenced by a unique name/ID
called a signature, see Inscription identifier (signature). The name/ID of some inscriptions have changed over time.
One example is the inscription Öl 2, which has been known as B 1076 and L 1324. The list of inscriptions
contains only the most recent names, i.e. neither B 1076, nor L 1324. Such former names (if any) are given on the
main display.
When a user selects an inscription from the list, information about it is displayed on the main display panel. It is only
possible to select a single inscription at a time.
Below the list of inscriptions a status text indicates the number of inscriptions available for selection. This can be
useful when performing a search. The status text will then give the number of results.

1.2.2 Main display

Here, information on inscriptions is given. Use the Configure inscription display button for adjusting the kind of
information to be displayed.
The main display can be edited for the user’s need. Thus clicking on the display enables you to type in or delete text.
This is done in order to support keyboard navigation and shortcuts like select, copy, paste.
Important: It may appear that main display contains all the data, but in fact it may contain just a fraction of data.
If Rundata-net needs to display information about many inscriptions (for example, 6751 for the case when no search
had been performed), then it is not practical to display information about all 6751. Such display will take very long
time to produce and will make your browser extremely slow. Whenever there is a need to display large amount of

6
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inscriptions, Rundata-net will pretend that they are on the screen, but will actually load them into the screen according
to user’s scroll position. This is important to keep in mind if you would like to copy text from the main display to
another application by selecting all text in the main display. If you need to export all search results, you may use
export functionality.

1.2.3 Map display
The map shows placemarks for the inscriptions if coordinates are available. It shows the location where the inscription
was found and not its current location. Some such coordinates are known to be wrong. However, since Rundata-net is
in this regard simply a different view program for SMDB, it will inevitably inherit such flaws in the SMDB.
When a placemark is clicked on, the main display is scrolled in order to display the inscription referenced by that
particular placemark.

1.2.4 Control panels
There are several horizontally aligned panels of control elements and buttons.
Search buttons
Search button is used to initiate searching. Search query is created with the query builder. Reset search button is used
to show all the inscriptions in the database.
Main display configuration

The Configure main display button opens a dialog box used to configure the main display. On this dialog box, the user
may select the information to be shown on the main display for each individual inscription.
The list to the left contains fields available for selection. The list to the right contains fields selected for display. The
order of the selected fields may be rearranged by using the two buttons located under the right-hand list.

1.2. Quick user guide
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Changes in the selected fields are applied when the dialogue window is closed by clicking on Apply changes button.
The Display headers checkbox is used to control whether any field headers should be presented on the main display
or not. Compare these two images. The version to the left has the headers turned on. The version to the right has the
headers turned off.

Map visibility control
The Hide map/Show map button is self-explanatory.
Rule manager
Click on Show rule manager makes visible rule manager. Rule manager is a tool that can be used to export and import
search query. Exported query can be e-mailed to a colleague or applied next time user works with Rundata.
Clearing search query
Search query consists of individual rules and group of rules. Each rule/group provides a Delete button, which allows
to delete that particular rule or group. However, if you have a lot of rules, which you would like to delete, clicking on
every individual Delete button might be tiresome. Button Clear all rules may be used in such cases. After clicking on
it, all searching rules will be removed and search query will consist of a single placeholder rule.

1.2.5 Importing and exporting results
It is possible to export search results and to import list of inscriptions.
Export results button allows to export all search results in a file. File is created in a comma-separated values (CSV)
format. This format can be viewed as a table where each row corresponds to an individual inscription and each column
to some information (for example, signature text). Many programs can open CSV files. It should be possible to open
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them directly in Excel. If you have problems opening this file in Excel, please refer to Google and find out how to do
it. Office support, Wiki How, macOS Table Tool pages may be useful.
Rundata-net exports data in a file with default name rundata-net_results.csv. User may select the location
where the file will be saved to and the name of the file. Exported file contains all inscriptions from the list of inscriptions. Number of columns will correspond to the number of selected inscription properties, i.e. number of columns
corresponds to the right-hand list of the main display configuration dialog box. First line of the file is a header and
it will contain column names. Each value is escaped by quotes, i.e. Öl 2 is written as "Öl 2" in the file. If you
open the file in Excel, you shall not notice that. Some values may contain a list of values. This is true for example
for column Images. An inscription may have multiple images assigned to it. In such a case, values are separated
by a semicolon. For example value DR 411;B 1071;L 1323 consist of three values DR 411, B 1071, and L
1323. All coordinates are given in WGS 84 geodetic system.
It is possible to import list of inscriptions in Rundata-net. A typical user case is if a user would like to study more
closely a list of inscriptions given in a publication.
Warning: Rundata-net assumes that imported files are in Unicode encoding. It seems that Excel will not use
Unicode by default if user simply selects Save file. This is the first thing to check if you experience problems
importing files.
Show import tool button shows a panel from which a user can select a file or drop a file to that area. Rundata-net
supports 3 file formats for import.
Important: A general rule. If a signature contains a comma as it’s part, then such signature must be enclosed by
quotes, i.e. you must write "G IK365,8" instead of G IK365,8. This is true for all the formats described below.
Format #1. Simple format where all inscriptions are written on one line separated by a comma. Example of such a
file:
Öl Köping13,Ög ATA322-4035-2011:14,Sö 175,U 381,"G IK365,8",Öl 1,Öl 11

Example is available for download as csv-one-line.csv.
Format #2. File is multiline and each inscription is written on it’s own line:
Öl Köping13
Ög ATA322-4035-2011:14
Sö 175
U 381
"G IK365,8"
U 358

Example is available for download as csv-multiline.txt.
Format #3. A CSV file with or without the header. If file has no header, then the first column is considered to contain
signatures. If header is present in file, then a column named signature (case insensitive) is used. Example of such
a file with a header:
Dating,Signature
1,Öl Köping13
2,Ög ATA322-4035-2011:14
3,Sö 175
4, U 381
5,"G IK365,8"

1.2. Quick user guide
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Example is available for download as csv-header.csv. Note that there may be spaces around non-enclosed
signatures, like on line 4 in the example above.
Note: Regardless of the format signatures are always given without any special symbols like † or $. In fact, $ will
be added to search parameter, but it is interpreted as part of a regular expression (see Searching for inscriptions for
information about regular expressions).

Tip: The way import from file works is that Rundata-net takes a list of signatures and creates a single search rule for
all of them. If you have just a couple of signatures, which you would like to import or visualize, then you can enter
them directly in the program. You do not put them into a file. You need to add a search rule Signature with operator matches expression and write your signatures in form signature 1$|signature 2$|signature
3$, i.e. list of signatures suffixed by $ symbol and separated by |. Why there is symbol $ after each signature?
Consider a regular expression search with value Öl 1. Such a search yields 11 inscriptions and can be interpreted as
find all inscriptions where signature contains Öl 1. If we however add $ symbol to the end of signature, i.e. Öl 1$,
then the search rule is interpreted as find all inscriptions where signature ends with Öl 1. Only a single inscription
matches this criteria. More details about regular expressions search is provided in Searching section.

Special symbols
This horizontal panel contains a list of buttons with special symbols. It contains symbols that might not be readily
available on the user’s keyboard layout. Clicking on a symbol’s button produces a copy of that symbol in the clipboard.
This panel can be useful when entering text in filters.

1.2.6 Query builder
In this area the user builds queries/searches/filters for the database. A query consists of rules, which can be grouped.
Groups and rules are connected by gray lines to the left, which help the user to trace relations. Each group has a set of
logical operators presented in its upper left corner: NOT, AND, OR. Operators describe how rules inside the group are
to be combined (AND, OR) and if the group condition should be inversed (NOT). The table below shows how logical
operators work. For the sake of simplicity, it is demonstrated with only two variables a and b. Each variable can have
a value of TRUE or FALSE, denoted as T and F respectively.
a
T
T
F
F

b
T
F
T
F

a AND b
T
F
F
F

a OR b
T
T
T
F

NOT a
F
F
T
T

NOT b
F
T
F
T

More details and examples may be found in Wikipedia.
Each rule consists of a rule name followed by an operator and a rule value. You can find various search examples in
Searching for inscriptions. The user can create, delete and rearrange rules/groups with drag and drop.
The guiding idea behind the query builder has been to make it user-friendly. Searches in the original Rundata are
performed by way of regular expressions. This is a powerful tool, when mastered. It allows one to search by way
of beauties such as {b/t}{a/o}. You may need more clicks and a bit more typing with a query builder, but the
representation of rules in it is no doubt more user-friendly.
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2

Database description

2.1 Inscription identifier (signature)
The database contains a collection of runic inscriptions with information about them. Every runic inscription is
referenced by a unique identifier also known as signature, i.e. when one searches for a particular inscription by it’s ID,
we call such search searching by signature.
Signature format is inherited from Rundata. Signatures in Rundata could consists of three parts, of which only the first
two are mandatory. Parts are separated from each other by a whitespace.

2.1.1 Signature: part 1
The first part indicates the origin of the inscription.
For Swedish inscriptions, the first element is the province designation used in Sveriges runinskrifter. For inscriptions
from provinces which have not yet been published in Sveriges runinskrifter, a different designation is used. Here is
the complete list of possible designations in alphabetic order:
ID
Bo
By
D
DE
DR
Ds
E
F
FI
FR
G
GR

Meaning
Bohuslän, Sweden
Byzantium
Dalarna, Sweden
Germany
Denmark
Dalsland, Sweden
England!!
France
Finland
Faeroes
Gotland, Sweden
Greenland
Continued on next page
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Table 1 – continued from previous page
ID Meaning
Gs Gästrikland, Sweden
Hr Härjedalen, Sweden
Hs Hälsingland, Sweden
IM Isle of Man
IR Ireland
IS Iceland
IT Italy
J
Jämtland, Sweden
LV Latvia
Lp Lappland, Sweden
M
Medelpad, Sweden
N
Norway
NL the Netherlands
Nä Närke, Sweden
Or Orkney islands
PL Poland
RU Russia
SE Inscription from unknown origin in Sweden
Sc Scotland
Sh Shetland
Sm Småland, Sweden
Sö Södermanland, Sweden
U
Uppland, Sweden
UA Ukraine
Vg Västergötland, Sweden
Vr Värmland, Sweden
Vs Västmanland, Sweden
Ån Ångermanland, Sweden
Ög Östergötland, Sweden
Öl Öland, Sweden

2.1.2 Signature: part 2
The second part of the signature contains either
• Serial number from the relevant country’s official runic register.
• Reference to another source where the inscription is accessible; this reference most often consists of an abbreviation of the name of the source plus the year and page reference. For example, Fv1958;252 (= Fornvännen year
1958, p. 252). If more than one inscription appears on the same source page, the references are distinguished
by the letters A, B, etc. directly after the page number. All abbreviations are given in the Bibliography.

2.1.3 Signature: part 3
The third part of signature may contain the following symbols:
• † meaning that inscription has been lost.
• $ meaning new reading or new interpretation, i.e. reading or interpretation has been completed from a later
source than the source indicated in the signature.

12
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Warning: This part provides user a quick glance of some inscription properties from signature. However, the
same information is contained in inscription meta data. Rundata-net use part 3 of signature only for displaying the
list of inscriptions. The search by signature is performed within the first two parts only!

2.1.4 Signature examples
Here are some examples of signatures:
• Öl 1
• Öl SHM1304:1836:64
• Ög F7;54
• Bo Peterson1992
• X SvIK365,1,7

2.2 Data in the database
The data in the database can be split into two conceptual categories:
1. meta information about runic inscription. This includes object description on which the inscription is located:
where the object had been found, inscription style, e.t.c.
2. inscription text. This includes the text of inscription in several forms.
Besides conceptual categories, data is split into individual categories (properties or fields). Each category describes
one aspect of inscription. For example, Found location describes the found location of an object on which runic
inscription had been carved.
Rundata-net presents all data to user. It is possible to display it and search through it by means of individual categories.

2.2.1 Meta information
Meta information is by definition an information about something. In case of Rundata-net it is information about
inscription.
First there is a block of geographical data:
• Found location. Text description of find location.
• Parish. Name of parish where inscription had been found.
• District. District name where inscription had been found.
• Municipality. Municipality name where inscription had been found.
• Current location. Text description of inscription’s current location. For example, in museum.
Values of these fields have different meaning for different countries. For example, district in Sweden is härad as a rule.
Whereas district in Norway is fylke. For Denmark this field also includes region: Nørrejylland, Sjælland or Skåne.
• Coordinates. Find location coordinates. This field is not searchable and visible directly. Instead, if coordinates
are given, the object is shown on Map display.

2.2. Data in the database
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• Original site. Contains usually “ja” (yes) or “nej” (no), which denotes certainty that inscription has remained
located at its original site. The specification of the original site can also be entered in plain text, for example “50
m S om nuvarande plats” (50 meter S of present location) or “Ryllagården”.
• Parish code or ancient monument number. For Swedish inscriptions parish code is given according to the registry
of town and parishes from Riksantikvarieämbetet. As first parish code the parish (according to the map layer for
parishes from Riksantikvarieämbetet) for the oldest known place. When several ancient monument numbers are
specified, the order between them typically are original site/find place followed by current place. For Swedish
inscriptions ancient monument number comes from the register (FMIS) at Riksantikvarieämbetet, for Danish
inscriptions Sted- og lokalitetsnummer are specified according to the Danish Kulturstyrelsen and for Norwegian
inscriptions lokalitetsnummer are specified according Riksantikvarens web site Kulturminnesøk.
• Rune type. Short description of rune type. For example short-twig runes (kortkvistrunor), staveless runes
(stavlösa runor), reversed runes (vändrunor), cryptic runes (lönnrunor).
• Cross form. Cross form information according to L Lager’s classification system for Scandinavian runestones.
The system of classification is made of seven groups of variables (A to G) that deal with different aspects of
cross design. Each group has a number of variables (between four and eleven). Description of cross is given by
a set of all groups and variables that are relevant to the cross. For example, A1, B3, C4, D1, E6, E10, F3, G6 is
an example of a single cross description. See figure Linn Lager’s classification system for the overview. More
information about this flexible system of classification can be obtained from the thesis by Linn Lager titled Den
synliga tron. Runstenskors som en spegling av kristnandet i Sverige (The Visible Faith. Runestone crosses as
reflections of the Christianisation of Sweden) (OPIA 31, Uppsala 2002).
1. Group A describes the design of the centre of the cross - that is the basic construction of the cross. The
group consists of nine different variables and every cross has to have one of these variables.
2. Group B describes the overall shape of the cross and consists of four different variables. Every cross has
to be ascribed one of these variables.
3. Group C deals with those crosses that are attached to the runic band in one or several places, or when the
cross has some kind of base or foot. This group consists of eleven variables. Since not all crosses are
attached to the runic band nor have a base of some sort, some crosses have the number 0 in this place. On
the other hand some crosses are attached to the runic band in several places and consequently have to be
classified with several variables from this group.
4. Group D describes the shape of the outer part of the cross-arm and consists of six different variables. Since
some crosses have different designs on different cross-arms, some crosses have to be classified through the
usage of several variables.
5. Group E describes different types of ornamental decoration and consists of eleven variables. Since many
of these variables often are used in combination with others from the same group, it is common that crosses
are classified through the usage of several variables from this group. However, some crosses lack additional
decorative elements and these crosses have the number 0 in this place.
6. Group F describes the width of the cross-arms – the thickness of the cross. It consists of four different
variables and every cross has to be ascribed one of these.
7. Group G deals with those crosses that have one or several runes on one or several parts of the cross. The
group consists of six variables. Since this feature is quite rare most crosses have the number 0 in this place.
A combination of cross group and variable is referred to as cross form. The way cross descriptions are written
in Rundata, there are two additions to the above described system:
– There can be uncertainty in cross form definition. Uncertainties are clearly marked in the database.
– Not all crosses are classified according to Lager’s classification. Some crosses are described by textual
description.
• Dating. Contains U (pre-Viking), V (Viking) or M (Medieval) for the period, if possible with a more exact time
designation, for example V 800.
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• Style. Style grouping information (Pr1-Pr5, Fp, KB, RAK) according to A-S Gräslund’s chronological system
for Viking Age runestones. The runestone material from the Mälar valley has been dated by A-S Gräslund, and
other runestones by A-S Gräslund & L Lager in cooperation. Possible styles are depicted on figure Style groups
according to A-S Gräslund’s system for Viking Age runestones.

• Carver. Contains carver’s name who signed inscription or carver’s name to whom inscription is attributed. After the nam
– (S), the inscription is signed by this rune-carver.
– (A), the inscription is attributed to this rune-carver.
– (P), the stone is one of a pair and its mate was signed by this rune-carver.
– (L), the inscription is like inscriptions signed by or attributed to this rune-carver.
• Material. Material contains information about the material, for example rock (often with colour), species, type
of metal e.t.c. Examples are bone (ben), lead (bly), bronze (brons), pine (furu), [gray course-grained (grå,
grovkornig), light (ljus), red (röd), reddish-gray (rödgrå)] granite (granit), gray stone (gråsten), gold (guld),
lime plaster (kalkputs), [brown violet (brunviolett), gray (grå), light gray (ljusgrå)] limestone (kalksten), cattle
(nötkreatur), [gray (grå), light red (ljusröd), red (röd)] sandstone (sandsten), silver (silver), brick (tegel) and
wood (trä).
• Material type. Contains one of the following values:
– bone/antler (ben/horn)
– metal (metall)
– plaster (puts)
– stone (sten)
– wood (trä)
– other (övrigt)
– unknown (okänd)
• Object information. Contains information about type of object, for example flat rock (berghäll), bracteate (brakteat), grave-slab (gravhäll), coin (mynt), stick (pinne), plaster inscription (putsinskrift), “rune bone, rib” (“runben, revben”), runestone (runsten), wood inscription (träinskrift).
• Other. This field contains a great collection of miscellaneous information, for example on figures, finding number at an archaeological excavation, when inscriptions or parts of inscription were discovered or recovered,
information on pairs of stones, whether inscription is in the futhark, information on paint traces, about inscriptions with missing runes (purely ornamental), inscriptions in Latin, nonsense inscriptions, relief carving, etc.
• Reference. Contains references about inscription. For example cross-references to where you can find unpublished inscriptions, but primarily all references to sources for inscriptions in this database (enter using code $=),
for example $=Wessén 1958:24.
• Is lost? A flag indicating if inscription has been lost.
• New reading? A flag indicating new reading or new interpretation, i.e. reading or interpretation has been
completed from a later source than the source indicated in the signature.
• Is pure ornamental? A flag indicating whether inscription is pure ornamental or not.
• Is recent? A flag indicating if inscription is from recent time. As a rule, the reading will be specified under
field Other. Genuine post-medieval inscriptions dated to about year 1600 have reading and interpretations in
inscription texts.

2.2. Data in the database
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Fig. 1: Style groups according to A-S Gräslund’s system for Viking Age runestones

Fig. 2: Linn Lager’s classification system, drawings Alicja Grenberger
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2.2.2 Inscription texts
Each inscription has several texts related to it. Texts could have special symbols that clarify text meaning. Special
symbols markup is inherited from Rundata database.
Important: Transliterated and normalized texts have a very special structure. They contain the same number of words
and the position of words is kept in order. This means that word 2 in one inscription is the same in transliteration and
normalization. Let’s have a look at Öl 10. It’s transliterated text begins with [: eimunr : auk : kuna- . . . þeiR
· -uku. Normalization to Old West Norse is “Eimundr ok “Gunna[rr] . . . þeir [k]uml(?) and normalization to
Old Scandinavian is “Æimundr ok “Gunna[rr] . . . þæiR [k]umbl(?). Word 2 is auk, and ok in transliteration and
normalizations correspondingly. Word 3 is kuna- and Gunna[rr]. And so on.
The property of word correspondence is very important. Rundata-net supports two search modes:
• Search across words when word boundaries and correspondence are taken into account. This is the mode
available under Sök i text (Search in text in the English version) in Rundata. In Rundata-net, such search is used
when user searches with matches across words operator (see, Search across different text forms in inscription
texts).
• Search in the inscription texts as a whole without taking word boundaries and correspondence into account. This
can be seen as default search mode and it is availble with all other search operators in Rundata-net. In original
Rundata, the similar searches are availble through menu Selection → New inscription parameter → (Runic) text,
where (Runic) can be replaced with the type of runic text you are interested in.
Transliterated runic text
This is the pure runic inscription, transliterated. One example is sirkir × resþi × stin × þana × eftR
× karna. Here is the table that lists all transliterations and corresponding period that they occur. Transliterations are
strictly consistent within each time period, with a few regional exceptions in Medieval group.
Transliteration
a
A
b
c
d
D
ð
e
E
f
g
G
h
H
i
ï
j
k
l
L

pre-Viking

Viking Age

Medieval

,
,

Continued on next page
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Transliteration
m
M
ñ
n
N
o
O
ô
p
r
R
s
t
þ
u
v
w
y
Y
z
æ
ø

Table 2 – continued from previous page
Viking Age

pre-Viking

,

,
, for Norwegian see y; z
, for Norwegian

, for Norwegian
Norwegian

,

Some characters in transliterated text have special meaning. These special characters are presented to user during
display, but they are not included for search.
Punctuation:
• ·=
• :=
• ×=
• ¤=
• '=
• +=
• ÷ = all other punctuation
Special characters:
• ñ = , i.e. the rune with variants in the 24-character futhark.
• ô = , i.e. the rune in the Maeshowe inscriptions from Orkney. In medieval inscriptions, is transliterated as ø but
in the Maeshowe inscriptions, the special variant is transliterated as ø.
• ( ) = damaged rune which can be read with some certainty.
• [ ] = series of lost runes which can be supplied from another source.
• { } = Latin majuscule. For the sake of clarity, these are also written in capitals in the transliterated text.
• < > = runic cipher which has been solved.
• - = a sign, most often a rune, which cannot be defined but is part of the inscription.
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• ? = indefinable sign, either a non-rune or an insoluble bind-rune.
• . . . = damaged area in an inscription where runes are presumed to have been.
• ^ = bind-rune. For example, the bind-rune is transliterated a^f. A bind-rune can connect the end of one word
with the beginning of another. For example, (ræisa stæin) is transliterated risa^ ^stin.
• | = double-duty rune. Because the database works on the basis of word-for-word comparisons, a series of runes
such as (ok Guðs) must be split into two words: auk| |kuþs.
• / = variant readings. If the reading of runes in a word is doubtful, the possible variants are given divided by a
slash.
• §A, §B (etc.) = different sides of the object bearing the inscription. Sides are displayed as a list, but can can be
search for by §A, §B (etc.).
• §P (etc.) = variant readings involving more than a single word; §P, §Q (etc.) is then included in the normalised
text as well.
• ¶ = new line in the inscription.
• ¶¶ = One word spans two sides of object. For technical reasons, it is not possible to put a side notation such as
§B in the middle of a word. Instead, the side notation is located before or after the word which spans two sides
of a stone and the place the word is broken is marked by two line break symbols.
Search normalization removes most of the special characters. This means that it is not possible to search for removed
special symbols. Some examples:
• [...(r) :

sin :

ste(i)... ...] becomes ...r sin stei... ....

• Record like this:
§A + s-a... --(s)- i(a)s · satr · aiftir · si(b)(a) · kuþa · sun · fultars · in
˓→hons ·· liþi · sati · at · u · -ausa-þ-... +: fulkin : likr : hins : fulkþu :
˓→flaistr (:)· uisi · þat · maistar · taiþir : tulka · þruþar : traukr : i :
˓→þaimsi · huki · munat : raiþ:uiþur : raþa : ruk:starkr · i · tanmarku : --ntils
˓→: iarmun··kruntar : urkrontari : lonti §B {÷ IN| |NONIN- ¶ + HE... ...}

becomes:
§A s-a... --s- ias satr aiftir siba kuþa sun fultars in hons liþi sati at u -ausa˓→þ-... fulkin likr hins fulkþu flaistr uisi þat maistar taiþir tulka þruþar
˓→traukr i þaimsi huki munat raiþuiþur raþa rukstarkr i tanmarku --ntils
˓→iarmunkruntar urkrontari lonti §B IN NONIN- HE... ...

Normalised runic text
Inscription text is normalised to Old West Norse and Old Scandinavian by country (including Runic Swedish and
Runic Danish).
Normalisation to Old West Norse is rather strict, meaning that the many changes which certain pronouns, such as Runic
Swedish masculine accusative singular þanna/þanni/þannsa/þannsi/þenna/þenni/þennsa/þennsi all have the normalised
form þenna. The advantage of this strict normalisation is that you can search for a certain word throughout the entire
database. An exception to this is the proto-Scandinavian inscriptions, which are not consistently normalised to Old
West Norse.
A difficulty in normalising to Old West Norse has been the fact that there are many personal names in the Swedish
and Danish inscriptions which have no recorded counterparts in Old West Norse. Example: in Swedish Viking-Age
inscriptions, a certain name appears four times which is believed to be a form of the Celtic Ceollach. It is written
guilakr, kiulai. . . , kiulakr, kiulak and normalised in Sveriges runinskrifter as (nom.) Giulak, Kiulak. To make the
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name “recognisable” in Old West Norse form, it has been normalised as Kjallakr/Kjullakr. Kjallakr is actually the
form the borrowed Celtic name was given in Old West Norse sources; Kjullakr is an approximated form.
Normalisation for Old Scandinavian for Sweden and Denmark largely follow the normalisations found in the editions
cited. Nevertheless, the aim here has been to settle on a reasonably standardised norm for each respective language
(Runic Swedish and Runic Danish), which in Sweden’s case means that the monographic spelling of the older diphthong (risa stin) has been normalised with the diphthong (ræisa stæin). In the case of Denmark, the digraphic spelling
(raisa stain) has been normalised to a monophthong (resa sten). However, changing pronunciation and declension
forms have been given more scope in both normalisation text types. The early Viking-Age inscription on the Rök stone
has been allowed to keep the normalised form (“probable pronunciation”) given in the source cited, Elias Wessén’s
Runstenen vid Röks kyrka. (1958).
Normalised texts also have special characters. Here is the list these characters:
• ” = the next word is a Personal name. ’ = enclitic form. This mark is used in forms such as ’s, a contracted form
of es ‘is’, ‘which/who’ and in ‘k, a contracted form of ek ‘I’. Personal names have a special treatment and it is
possible to search them.
• (?) = the normalised form should be regarded as doubtful.
• ? = all normalised forms in the inscription should be regarded as doubtful.
• . . . = part of the inscription is missing or untranslated.
• [ ] = reconstructed text. Part of a word or a whole word can be reconstructed with some certainty.
• { } = this part of the inscription was written in Roman majuscule.
• < > = series of runes cannot be interpreted in an otherwise fully translated inscription; the runes * are transliterated in pointed parentheses as they stand.*
• / = alternative forms. If a series of runes can be inter* preted in several ways, the alternatives * are separated by
a slash. In Gotlandic inscriptions, the slash is also used to indicate the modern form of a place-name.
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CHAPTER

3

Searching

3.1 Searching for inscriptions
This section is a guide for using the search capabilities of Rundata-net. These have been briefly introduced in the
section Query builder.
A search query is created in the query builder. The query builder allows the user to define rules, each of which contains
one searchable parameter. At times I will use the term ‘filtering’ instead of ‘searching’. The terms are interchangeable
for this particular application.
Each rule consists of a property, which is used for searching, the operation which should be performed, and a search
value. The search value may in fact consist of multiple values. Let’s have a look at the example Signature begins
with Öl. Here, Signature is the property we will be searching for begins with denotes the operation, and
Öl is the value. The result of such a search will be a list of inscriptions with a signature value beginning with Öl.
The list of available search properties is mainly based on Meta information and Inscription texts. The property
------ is a placeholder and has no actual meaning.
Let’s consider an example of the query builder interface in action.

First note the top left corner. It contains the buttons NOT, AND, OR. These are logical operations which may be applied
to rules and one or more groups:
• NOT inverses the search of a rule/group. If a certain rule/group search results in find all inscriptions in Denmark,
then the inverse search is find all inscriptions NOT in Denmark.
21
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• AND performs a logical AND operation between rule/group search values. AND can be used for grouping
independent properties. For example, find all inscriptions from Denmark AND find inscriptions that have at
least one cross will return all inscriptions from Denmark with at least one cross. Wikipedia has an article about
logical AND.
• OR performs a logical OR operation between rule/group search values. A logical OR can be used for grouping
values with identical property, for example find all inscriptions from Denmark OR Norway. See more on logical
OR on Wikipedia.
The currently selected operator is indicated by a slightly darker blue colour. In the figure above, AND is selected. NOT
is a checkbox and will have a tick when selected.
One way of figuring out which logical operation should be applied to which rule, is to follow the grey line from logical
operators to rules.

The control buttons are located to the right. They are used for adding or deleting rules and groups, see the figure above.
Each rule has its own operators and value types. The example above presents four different value types:
• Boolean for the filter Has alternative(s)?. This type typically has a Yes/No value.
• Categorical for the filter Country. This type can contain one or several values from a predefined set.
• Numerical for the filter Number of crosses. This type contains an integer or decimal number.
• Textual for the filter Signature. This is the most common type. It contains textual information (which may be
letters, special symbols, or digits).
Operators are differentiated on the basis of the search value type of the respective rule. Their meaning should be clear
from their name. A possible exception to this are the matches operators for textual information. These operators allow
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one to specify a regular expression pattern. This is very similar to how a search in text is made in the original Rundata.
Several examples of such searches will be given later.
Attention: Both Rundata-net and Rundata support two types of searches:
• Direct search by value. In this case, user selects a property that is going to be searched for some value.
For example, a search for inscriptions from Sweden. This search uses value ‘Sweden’ to search in property
‘location’.
• Word search or a search across different text forms. In this case, user provides multiple search patterns in
different inscription texts. All patterns must be present in a single word. We may illustrate such search with
the example below.

3.1.1 Case sensitivity in searches and search normalization
Most of the textual-based searches are insensitive as regards capital letters. For example, Öl is matched to both Öl and
öl. On the other hand, öl matches öl only.
However, some rules are case sensitive. These are the rules that deal with Inscription texts, namely:
• Normalization to Old Scandinavian;
• Normalization to Old West Norse;
• Transliterated runic text.
For example, a search for R in transliterated runic text only yields results with R.
Rundata normalizes all inscription texts, so that a search for Ol matches Öl. Rundata-net does not perform such
normalization.
Another type of normalization concerns punctuation and special symbols in normalized texts. Almost all punctuation
and special symbols must be removed for the purpose of searching (cf. Spanning word search across multiple words).
It is not possible to search for punctuation marks in the inscription texts. A search for skarf in transliterated text thus
yields s:karf as one of its results. Refer to Data in the database for a list of characters that are used as punctuation
marks. A symbol which should not be removed is -. This means that if you want to find f-ita you have to search for
f-ita.

3.1.2 Search example
Find all inscriptions from Norway which are dated with U. There are several ways of running such a search. One
possibility is to define two rules connected with AND:
1. Country in Norway.
2. Dating begins with U.

Fig. 1: Find all inscriptions from Norway which are dated with ‘U’.

3.1. Searching for inscriptions
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This search finds 66 inscriptions. Use of the begins with operator leads to the inclusion of such dating values as U ca
450-550, U 520/530-560/570 (Imer 2007) and so on. If one wishes to search only for U, then begins with
should be replaced with equal. A search using equal yields 15 inscriptions.
Now imagine that we wish to add a search for inscriptions from Denmark, dated M. One way to do this would be to
add a new group. Click Add group and a new group with an empty rule will appear under the existing rules. We may
add two rules to this group:
1. Country in Denmark.
2. Dating equal M.

Fig. 2: Filtering with a group
Such a search will come up with no results. This is due to the way groups are combined (processed) by logical
operators.
If we now change the logical operation of the very top row from AND to OR the search will yield 2108 inscriptions.
The difference is that with AND we are searching for inscriptions which are from Norway AND from Denmark AND
have dating equal to U AND M. Obviously, there are no such inscriptions. With OR, on the other hand, we are
searching for inscriptions that are from Norway OR have dating U OR are from Denmark with a dating equalling M.
You may have spotted a small glitch in this version as well. We get an extra inscriptions because we have searched for
inscriptions which are from Norway OR have the dating U instead of searching for inscriptions from Norway, dated
U. This can be corrected:
1. Create a new top group.
2. Move two first filters into that group. You can easily rearrange rules and groups with the mouse by dragging
them to the sort icon ↓↑.
3. Delete the placeholder rule for the group.
The final arrangement of rules is shown in the figure below. Note that the first logical operation is OR, whereas others
have the value AND.

We now get a mere 309 inscriptions.
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Example 2. Searching by regular expression.
Most searching operators use search values as is. For example, a search operator equal takes provided value and
searches for it directly. Search operators that support regular expressions treat provided value as an expression, which
means the value is interpreted during usage. In order to work, expressions must be written in a form understandable
by the app. Both Rundata and Rundata-net support searching by regular expressions. Rundata uses it’s own custom
syntax for regular expressions. Rundata-net uses a common JavaScript syntax.
Let’s compare two syntaxes by looking at an example from the Rundata help file taken from section Search Pattern
(Sökmönster):
a{s/r/}n finds asn, arn, an, áRn, A(s)n, . . .
Here as/r/n is an expression. In the Rundata help file this is not specified, but I shall assume that the search pattern
is used to make a search in transliterated runic text. In JavaScript syntax, this pattern is written as a(s|r)n. However,
due to the absence of a diacritic removal in Rundata-net, such a pattern only finds asn, arn, a(s)n, and a(r)n.
Regular expressions may include logical operators in the expressions themselves. Thus, a search for Ö(l|g) 11
in signature finds inscriptions with signatures such as Öl 11, Öl 112, Ög 115. If you exclusively want to find
signatures with 11 the regular expression should be (Ö(l|g) 11)$. There are numerous online sources treating
regular expressions. One useful resource is the regex101.com website. There you may test regular expressions and see
a textual explanation of them. Be sure to select javascript as regex flavour on the left-hand panel.
The expression (Ö(l|g) 11)$ is described like this by regex101:
/(Ö(l|g) 11)$/gm
1st Capturing Group (Ö(l|g) 11)
Ö matches the character 'Ö' literally (case sensitive)
2nd Capturing Group (l|g)
1st Alternative l
l matches the character 'l' literally (case sensitive)
2nd Alternative g
g matches the character 'g' literally (case sensitive)
11 matches the characters ' 11' literally (case sensitive)
$ asserts position at the end of a line

3.1.3 Search across different text forms in inscription texts
A second search type supported by Rundata-net is a search across different text forms in inscription texts. I will
sometimes refer to such search type as word search. It is called word search because it yields the results where
inscription contains all search patterns in a single word. Refer to the structure of inscription texts. It is valid to say
that each word is given in multiple forms, i.e. transliterated and normalized. Search patterns are evaluated per word in
a word search. This can be useful if one wants to find how word spelling changed over time.
One example will be to find out when rune a is normalized (Old West Norse) as ei. Runic word stain can be
normalized as stein or staina. So in order to find all inscriptions that have word stain normalized as stein,
a word search must be used. A similar example is that normalization stein can be transliterated as stin or stan.
In Rundata, different search types are available through different menu items. Search in texts is used for word search
and Selection for property-based search. Consider a word search in Rundata with the following word parameter code:
RUN:reisti & FVN:fôður:
• The transliteration contains reisti.
• The normalization to Old West Norse contains fôður.
This search produces 0 results in Rundata. The reason for this is that Rundata tries to find one single word that contains
both reisti in transliteration and fôður in Old West Norse. Evidently, there are no such words.

3.1. Searching for inscriptions
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What appears to be a similar search in Rundata-net is shown in the figure below:

This results in three inscriptions. Öl 13 contains reisti as word 2 in the transliterated text and fôður as word 7 in the Old
West Norse text. The point should be evident. Rundata-net has searched through texts in their entirety and returned
results regardless of word positions.
Let’s fix this search in Rundata and observe the results. Consider a search for all inscriptions from Gästrikland with
the word parameter code RUN:a & FVN:ei. Rundata finds eight inscriptions. The first one, Gs 1, has its matched
words highlighted in bold:

Gs 1
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Snjólaug lét reisa stein eptir Véleif, bónda sinn, en Eynjótr.
sniolauk · lit · resa · stain · (e)ftiR · uilef · bunta · sin · in · oyniotr

The logic behind this is:
• Word 3 is reisa in Old West Norse, it contains the search pattern ei. Word 3 is resa in transliteration, it contains
the search pattern a. Therefore, word 3 is a search match.
• Word 4 is stein in Old West Norse, it contains the search pattern ei. Word 4 is stain in transliteration, it contains
the search pattern a. Therefore, word 4 is a search match.
Attention: In order to perform a word-based search of this kind in Rundata-net, one have to select the matches
across words operator.
The same search in Rundata-net is rendered as:
• Country in Gästrikland.
• Normalization to Old West Norse matches across words ei.
• Transliterated runic text matches across words a.
Note that when a search is performed across words additional information about the number of matched words and
personal names is provided together with the number of inscriptions retrieved. For this search there are 20 words of
which 7 are personal names. Thus, there are 20-7 = 13 words other than personal names. The retrieved words are
highlighted in red when the inscription is selected for display.
Now, if you select all the inscriptions and glance through their texts you might notice that, all in all, more than 20
words have been highlighted. The word counting function does not take into account words repeated in alternative
readings. This means that if a runic inscription text is:
§P þiuþkiR uk| |kuþlaifr : uk| |karl þaR bruþr aliR : litu rita stain þino × abtiR
˓→þiuþmunt ' faur sin ' kuþ hialbi hons| |salu| |uk| |kuþs muþiR in osmuntr ' kara
˓→sun ' markaþi × runoR ritaR þa sat aimunt
§Q þiuþkiR uk| |kuþlaifr : uk| |karl þaR bruþr aliR : litu rita stain þino × þa sata|
˓→|aimuntr| |runoR ritaR abtiR þiuþmunt ' faur sin ' kuþ hialbi hons| |salu| |uk|
˓→|kuþs muþiR in osmuntr ' kara sun ' markaþi ×

and your search results contain the word þaR, this word will be counted only once despite its being present in both the
§P and the §Q variant.
Warning: Rundata counts words in a similar manner. However, if variant §P contains three words and variant §Q
contains four words, Rundata will only report three words for that signature, whereas Rundata-net will report four
words.

Extending word search in Rundata-net
Let us now extend the previous search in order to find all inscriptions from Öland which contain þenna in normalization
to Old Scandinavian:
This search results in 20 inscriptions and 32 words, of which 7 are personal names. It then contributed an added 12
inscriptions and 12 words, but 0 personal names.
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Spanning word search across multiple words
The above example with a and ei considered searching for these patterns in a single word. What if you are now
concerned not only about the word stone, but also about word raised? Normalized word reisti can be transliterated
as risti or rasti or risþi, e.t.c. If one would like to find all risti, but not rasti followed by st, then the
search can be Transliterated runic text matches across words ri.*st. This search results in
1016 inscriptions, 6651 words, 1272 personal names. If one wants to additionally filter by normalization it is possible
to add such a rule Normalization to Old West Norse matches across words reisti stein.
This extended search yields 170 inscriptions, 339 words, 0 personal names.
It is possible to type in multiple words in any kind of search pattern. All words in a search pattern must be separated
by a single space. For example if you want to find an inscription with the transliterated text auk × nifR, then
you should search for auk nifR. Another example might be inscription with signature Öl SAS1989;43, which
contains hir| |risti| |ik þiR birk ¶ bufi in the transliterated text. In order to find the first two words
you can search for ir risti. You cannot give any arbitrary characters from the two words but have to enter the
characters as they appear sequentially, i.e. you can not search by h ti. The same applies if you wish to find words 5
and 6, which may be done, e.g., by searching for rk bu.

3.1.4 Notes about searching across words
Several things should be kept in mind when performing searches across words:
• The search pattern is a regular expression.
• The logical NOT operator should not be used. Although the number of found inscription may be correct, the
highlight mechanism will not work.

3.1. Searching for inscriptions
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3.1.5 Searching for bind runes
You mae recall from section Case sensitivity in searches and search normalization, that binding rune symbol is treated
as a special symbol. It is thus removed from the search in the database.
Let’s say you wish to find inscriptions that have f^u in the transliterated text. The search you may carry out is
Transliterated runic text contains fu. It is thus impossible to automatically dstinguish between
cases where bind rune was used and cases where fu appeared without it.
The same is true when bind rune was used to connect two words. For example, inscription Vg 76 contains the
following transilterated text h[-ær]ium : a^t^ ^biþia : bat[ær]. To search for it, you may search for
at biþia.

3.1.6 Search capabilities not present in Rundata-net (compared with Rundata)
Rundata has some special symbols that may be used in word searches:
• #V arbitrary vowel.
• #K arbitrary consonant.
• #X arbitrary character.
• \ used before a letter to indicate that it is to be searched for in this exact form (capital or lower case, with or
without accent). Used before a special character, \ means that the character is deprived of its special function
and should be treated as an ordinary letter.
• @ placed between two characters to indicate that there should be no punctuation mark between them.
These symbols are not supported in Rundata-net! Furthermore, it is not possible to search for punctuation in
inscription texts.
Another type of search that is not available in Rundata-net is the Full text search in information file, i.e. full-text search
across inscription meta data.
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4

Development and technical information

4.1 Development with Docker
This section describes how to run development version of Rundata-net with Docker. Using Docker, it is possible to
have Rundata-net up and running much easier than configuring everything from scratch (see Installation).
1. First of all you need Docker. You can use Docker Desktop if you are using macOS or Windows (greater than
10). Follow isntructions for your OS in order to get Docker.
2. Get Rundata-net source code. Use Git or download it directly. Here is a link to the latest version provided as
Zip archive.
3. Extract the archive to some folder.
4. Open a terminal programm and navigate to the folder where you extracted the source code to.
5. Build and run docker image:
docker-compose -f local.yml up

Note that depending on the OS you are running, you may need to run the above command as a super user, i.e.
with sudo.
That’s it. If everything is fine you shall see no error messages. After that you may open your browser and navigate to
http://127.0.0.1:8000.

4.2 Installation
This section describes how to install Rundata-net on your own computer or server from scratch. Note that this may
not not be needed for ordinary users. Rundata-net has different installation environments:
• development
• production
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Dependencies differ somewhat between these environments. All the dependencies are listed in the corresponding files
in the requirements directory.

4.2.1 Setting up the development version in Ubuntu 16.04 (64-bit)
This is a step-by-step guide for setting up a development version of Rundata-net on a clean Ubuntu 16.04. With minor
modifications this guide might work with other Ubuntu flavour versions as well as with Linux flavours.
Running Rundata-net is similar to running any other Django project. If you are familiar with Django, you will already
know the content of this guide. A similar guide, which provides a bit more details about individual commands, is
provided by Digital Ocean.
1. Update your system:
$ sudo apt-get update
$ sudo apt-get upgrade

2. Install the git:
$ sudo apt-get install git

3. Get the latest sources from https://gitlab.com/fralik/rundata-net. Clone the repository using git:
$ git clone https://gitlab.com/fralik/rundata-net.git

4. Install dependencies:
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

cd rundata-net
chmod a+x utility/install*.sh
sudo utility/install_os_dependencies.sh install
sudo -H pip3 install virtualenv
virtualenv rundata_venv
source rundata_venv/bin/activate
utility/install_python_dependencies.sh

5. Adjust the settings to your needs. This may be done by way of environment variables. Here I show how to do it
for Bash. Replace <some_path> with the path to rundata-net on your system. Alternatively, this can be
any path on your system. We will be using a SQLITE database for simplicity’s sake, but you are free to use any
other supported database:
$ export DATABASE_URL=sqlite:///<some_path>/django.sqlite3

For example:
$ export DATABASE_URL=sqlite:////home/vadim/rundata-net/django.sqlite3

6. Run database migrations:
$ python manage.py migrate

7. Run development server:
$ python manage.py runserver

8. Open your browser and go to http://127.0.0.1:8000. You should now see Rundata-net.
Note that we used virtualenv to install the Python dependencies.
You should repeat the source
rundata_venv/bin/activate command each time you want to run Rundata-net.
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Indices and tables

If you can’t find the information you’re looking for, have a look at the index or try to find it using the search function:
• genindex
• modindex
• search
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